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Turning Angel marks the long-awaited go back of Penn Cage, the legal professional hero of The
Quiet Game, and introduces Drew Elliott, the hugely revered surgeon who stored Penn’s
lifestyles in a climbing twist of fate after they have been boys. As of the main popular voters of
Natchez, Drew and Penn take a seat at the college board Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) in their
alma mater, St. Stephen’s Prep. while the nude physique of a tender girl scholar is located
close to the Mississippi Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) River, the whole neighborhood is
surprised - yet not anyone greater than Penn, who discovers that his ally used to be entangled
in a passionate dating with the lady and should be accused of her murder.On the surface, Kate
Townsend turns out the main not going homicide sufferer imaginable. a celebrity scholar and
athlete, she’d been authorised to Harvard and carried the wish and satisfaction of town on her
shoulders. yet like her university and her town, Kate additionally had a mystery existence - one
approximately which her grownup lover knew little. whilst Drew begs Penn to safeguard him,
Penn permits his feel of legal responsibility to override his intuition and agrees. but sooner than
he can begin, either males are drawn right into a risky internet of blackmail and violence. Drew
Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) reacts like something yet an blameless man, and Penn reveals
himself doubting his friend’s reasons and looking out for a direction out of harm’s way.More
risky but is Shad Johnson, the black district lawyer whose dream is to ship a wealthy white guy
to loss of life row in Mississippi. At Shad’s order, Drew is jailed, the police stop looking Kate’s
killer, and Penn realizes that in basic terms by way of discovering Kate’s assassin himself can
he retailer his friend’s life.With his daughter’s babysitter as his guide, Penn penetrates the key
global of St. Stephen’s, a spot that folks by no means see, the place fact veers so greatly from
visual appeal that Penn dangers wasting his personal ethical compass. St. Stephen’s is a
dismal replicate of the grownup world, one populated by way of steroid-crazed Turning Angel
(Penn Cage #2) jocks, ladies determined Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) for attention, jaded
youth flirting with nihilism, and hidden between all of them - one precise psychopath. it really is
Penn’s trip into the guts of his Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) alma mater that provides Turning
Angel its hypnotic power, for on that trip he unearths that the intersection of the grownup and
approximately grownup worlds is a deadly position indeed. by the point Penn arrives on the
shattering fact in the back of Kate Townsend’s death, his quiet Southern city is not the
same.Full of impressive plot twists and stunning details, Turning Angel is Iles’s most complex
and unforgettable tale yet.
whilst i began studying Turning Angel, i discovered myself arguing approximately the reason
why I should still like it.Synopsis: In a small American city within the South referred to as
Natchez, a highschool lady referred to as Kate Townsend is located dead. Beautiful, intelligent,
and popular, her demise sends the city reeling. Penn Cage, for whom this e-book is the second
one in his series, reveals much more surprises. Namely, that his long-time friend, Drew Elliot,
admits to having intercourse with the deceased girl. And via the way, this is not a spoiler - it truly
is Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) printed within the again disguise and the 1st couple of
pages.ProsIt's a very reliable thriller. Really. it truly is interesting, with plenty of murders, retains
the speed going with no need affordable thrills, and there is a lot of suspense from the

consistent surprises which are published approximately Drew and Kate's relationship. And every
thing retains getting worse, not just for Drew, yet for Penn as well.It increases Turning Angel
(Penn Cage #2) a few questions for sexuality in small towns. perhaps medications and so on
are only as prevalent, yet hidden - and while anything like a high-profile loss of life occurs, town
explodes.Penn's fight approximately Kate's loss of life is very fascinating. i admire how there is
his visceral response opposed to a married, middle-aged guy drowsing with a weak highschool
girl, be she ever so mature, and his admiration and friendship in the direction of his pal the
doctor, who's accomplished, and noble, and intelligent, and has helped such a lot of people. yet
extra on that later.ConsThere's a few detailed racist overtones during this book. one of the
different suspects for Kate's death, there is a South American trade student, a black pimp and
drug dealer, and her Caucasian estranged boyfriend. And Drew, sure. yet out of the opposite 3
suspects, bet who's by no means heavily implicated within the crime? (view spoiler)[And the
South American trade pupil is seriously implied to be liable for many of the loopy issues that
Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) the neighborhood highschool will get into, let alone that he is
liable for Kate's death. The black pimp additionally turns into a major suspect, and he is
certainly no longer portrayed Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) in a flattering light. while the unique
statutory rapist - simply because that is what Drew Elliot is - and Kate's boyfriend are either
cleared. (hide spoiler)]Drew is gifted one way or the other as a better, extra manly model of
Penn. kind of an idealized version, apart from his little tendency to have intercourse with minors.
It kind of works with the message that Greg Iles is making an attempt to ship here... I think...
other than that it really is by no means rather made transparent why (view spoiler)[Penn rejects
Mia's advances and Drew does not reject Kate's. Is it simply because Mia's much less of a
different little snowflake? Is it simply because Penn's female friend does not pop pills? Is it
simply because he had Drew's instance - and arrest - staring in his face? What was once it?
(hide spoiler)]Something else that stricken me: i have attended an American excessive school,
and it was once not anything just like the manner it was once portrayed here. i'll were sheltered,
yet I hugely doubt that the rampant intercourse and drug use are so universal in excessive
schools, simply because a person with authority might have noticed.And finally, let's discuss the
middle-aged, married health care professional guy in place of strength having an affair frequent,
dangerous intercourse with a Harvard-bound, intelligent, athletic, mature vulnerable, fatherless,
seventeen-year-old highschool girl, shall we? As i have said, i attempted to love this book, and
on a few level, I did. it is a superb story, honestly. However, the message it sends throughout is
repulsive on any ethical level. throughout the book, we see Penn locate purposes to indicate
that it wasn't as undesirable as simply an older guy having intercourse with a minor. He reveals
facts that she used to be rarely a clean, strong American lady and he even questions even if
having an affair with Turning Angel (Penn Cage #2) Drew had further a few degree of balance
into the final days of her life. this is often irrelevant. it's not relevant if she had intercourse with
another individual in her highschool or what percentage other, much less priceless humans
sought after her. Furthermore, there is not any method of telling even if Drew having intercourse
together with her bettered her life, (view spoiler)[and seeing that she acquired medicinal drugs
for Drew's wife, and it may possibly certainly be argued that she could by no means have died if
he hadn't begun having intercourse with her, (hide spoiler)] it is completely attainable to assert
the opposite: that having intercourse with Drew ruined her life. She was once seventeen years
old. no matter if she used to be a couple of months from the age of consent, whether she was
once mature for her age - no matter what that means, whether she was once the person who
seduced him, it. Doesn't. Matter. because the grownup - and as her health professional - Drew

Elliot used to be liable for to ensure that not anything happened. He failed. The legislations is in
position for a reason, and an individual who can disobey it so flagrantly merits to lose his
marriage, his career, and custody of his son. not anyone will get the perfect to make your mind
up to damage the law, simply because it isn't the rapist's determination to make. If Drew will get
away with sexual battery, then it will ship a message to all of the different individuals of his
community, who appear as if they've got leanings within the similar direction. For that alone,
Drew may still visit jail, and decay there. there is another reason that Drew makes, that even
Kate's mom makes: that Kate and Drew have been in love. So based on that, all i will be able to
ask is: for those who enjoyed her so much, why could not you wait a number of extra months?
Instead, their consistent escapades to have intercourse makes it appear like a case of midlife
quandary assembly teenage lust instead of a few tragic love affair. And personally, I by no
means felt as if the 2 have been actually in love. yet whether they were, and in case i have
never stated this basically adequate yet, there aren't any excuses for intercourse with a minor.
None.I ask for forgiveness for the rant. Still, this can be one of many overarching messages of
the story, that there could be extenuating conditions for statutory rape. In my own opinion, that
is easily no longer true, and recognition of underage intercourse is a type of social difficulties
that is thought of controversial, whether the problem may be black and white.["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>[
"br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br"]>["br
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